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The Absolute Basics Series 

Part 1 - Introduction and Contents 
 

 
Funded by the Australian Government Department of Social Services 

 
These guides are for seniors who are start out with computers and tablets. Smartphone users may also 
find parts relevant to their needs. It will work best with the guidance of a tutor. 
 

This series prioritises three skills 
 Operating a computer or tablet 

 Using the Internet to find information 

 Sending and receiving email 
 

Systems covered 
 Computers with Windows Vista, 7, 8.1 and 10 

 Apple iPad and Android tablets 

 Email using Gmail or Outlook.com 
 

There are a huge number of choices of the electronic devices and how they are used. 
The content here has been reduced to the simplest and most effective ways to work. 
As users become familiar with their device, they can explore past the basics. 
 

Some tips 
 

 The pictures may not always exactly match your device. Computers and tablets have many 
different brands, they are easily personalised, and manufacturers often make changes. 

 

 Part of learning the computer is understanding the unfamiliar language that is used. Pay special 
attention to the names of things and processes. The ‘words to understand’ page can also help. 
 

 The ideas are in a sequence, with minimal repetition. Some things are only fully explained once. 
If you are not sure about something, go back a step. For example, it would be very frustrating to 
try to use email on a computer if you had not learnt the keyboard and mouse. 
 

 The > sign is a shortcut for saying ‘and then do this’. For example, you are asked click a button 
that pops up a box > (and then) there is another button to click within it. 
 

 It is recommended that you have a free online email address with either Google’s Gmail or 
Microsoft’s Outlook.com. There are important advantages: You can use it on any computer, 
tablet or phone, without even having a computer or internet service of your own. They are easily 
set up on a new computer. Your email address is not lost if you change your Internet company. 
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Know what you have 
 
Knowing about your device will help to find and understand the instructions in this guide that apply to 
your device and most importantly, make it easier for people to help you. If you are uncertain what some 
of these terms mean, the ‘Some words to understand’ list on the next page might help. 
 

What type of device do you have? 
 Desktop computer 

 Laptop computer 

 Tablet 

 Smartphone 
 

What brand and model is it? 
 HP 

 Lenovo 

 Samsung 

 Apple 

 Sony 

 Or something else? 
 

What operating system do you have? 
 Microsoft Windows 

 Apple MacOS 

 Android 

 Apple iPhone/iPad iOS 

 Know the version number as well 
 

Do you have the Internet at home? 
 Is it through your phone line or cable? 

 Do you have Wi-Fi at home? 
 

Do you already have an email address? 
 Know your username and password 

 

How do you use your device? 
 Phone calls 

 Emails 

 Using the Internet 

 Games 

 Other things? 

 What else would you like to do? 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
At this time, this guide does not cover the operation of an Apple Mac computer. 
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Some words to understand 
 
Internet 
A worldwide system for connecting computers. 
Commonly used for viewing websites and using 
email. 
 
Wi-Fi 
A wireless connection system for devices within 
your home or building. To connect to the 
Internet, the Wi-Fi base station has to then be 
connected to either a phone line, a cable or the 
mobile phone towers. 
 
Bluetooth 
A short range wireless connection system for 
things like keyboards, mice, portable speakers, 
headphones, car + phone connections. 
 
3G, 4G, Cellular 
Names for the system that connects mobile 
phones, and some tablets, to the Internet and a 
phone service. 
 
Broadband 
The name we call a faster Internet connection 
than we had in the past. 
 
Smartphone 
A mobile phone that can connect to the Internet 
and run programs called apps. 
 
Tablets 
Small computers that usually only have a screen 
and are operated by touching the screen. Popular 
tablets are Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy Tab, 
Microsoft Surface. 
 
Operating System 
The master program that runs on a computer, 
tablet or smartphone. It provides the backbone 
system that supports everything else. Windows, 
Android, iOS are all operating systems. 
 
Windows 
The most common personal computer operating 
system. It is made by Microsoft. Current versions 
are Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8.1 and 
Windows 10. 

iPad and iPhone 
Tablets and phones made only by Apple that run 
an Apple operating system called iOS.  
 
Android 
The operating system used by the majority of 
smartphone and tablet makers. It is owned by 
Google. Used by brands such as Samsung, Sony, 
HTC, Lenovo, Huawei, LG and Acer. 
 
Hardware and software 
Hardware is the mechanical and electronic parts 
of the computer. Software is the programs, apps 
and operating systems that run on it. It is the 
software that makes a modern computer so 
versatile. 
 
Programs and Apps 
For most people, these are essentially same 
thing: software that puts the computer to work 
doing tasks for you. App once meant a smaller 
specialised program such as on phones or tablets, 
but lately it is being applied to any program. 
 
Icons 
Small pictures used instead of words to represent 
an action or a thing. 
 
The default 
A choice that the computer thinks you are most 
likely to want. It is often highlighted. 
 
Browser (or web browser) 
A program or app that displays websites. Popular 
browsers are: Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari 
and Firefox. 
 
Notifications 
Indicators to get your attention. They may use 
ringtones, sounds, popup messages, lights, 
numbers, etc. They can make you aware of: calls, 
messages, updates or problems. 
 
Location services (also called GPS) 
Uses information from satellites to pinpoint the 
location of mobile devices. Used by apps and 
websites for: maps, weather, cameras, etc. 
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Contents of the next 3 parts 
 
 

Part 2 - Using a Windows Computer 
 
Operating a Windows computer 

 Starting up and turning off a computer … 06  

 Using a computer mouse … 08 

 Using the keyboard … 09 
Finding information on the Internet 

 Using a browser to find a website … 14 
Sending and receiving email 

 Using a Gmail address … 18 

 Using a Outlook.com address …. 22 
 
 
 

Part 3 - Using an Android tablet 
 
Operating an Android tablet 

 Starting and turning off … 28 

 Using the touch controls … 29 

 Typing on an Android … 31 
Finding information on the Internet 

 Using a browser and Google search … 31 
Sending and receiving email 

 Using the Gmail app …. 33 
Other Android features 

 Photos, Messaging … 33 

 Settings, the Play Store … 35 
 
 
 

Part 4 - Using an Apple iPad 
 
Operating an iPad 

 Starting and turning off … 37 

 Using the touch controls … 38 

 Typing on an iPad … 40 
Finding information on the Internet 

 Using Safari and Google search … 40 
Sending and receiving email 

 Using the Mail app … 41 
Other iPad features 

 Photos, Messaging … 42 

 Settings, the App Store … 44 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 


